Talkwalker’s Paid Social allows marketers to break silos across paid, owned and earned channels for holistic campaign monitoring

New York, November 10th - Today Talkwalker, the leading social listening and analytics company, unveils the latest addition to its conversational intelligence suite: Paid Social. By adding social ad data directly into their campaign dashboards, marketers will have a holistic view of their owned, earned and paid channels as well as full control of their campaign performance and ROI.

There has never been so much competition amongst brands for online attention. In order to succeed, it is essential that marketers prioritize their digital marketing strategies, especially on social media. With an average 20% of digital marketing budget going into social ads, paid must be fully integrated to a brand’s campaign planning, monitoring and measurement.

“Here at Talkwalker, our goal is to democratize access to data,” said Todd Grossman, Talkwalker CEO Americas. “Paid social data is an integral part of the best digital campaigns, and brand professionals should have access to that information to protect their brand and optimize their performance.”

By unifying campaign data across paid, owned and earned channels into real-time dashboards and reports, digital professionals will have a better grasp of their impact, and be able to optimize their 360-degree campaigns through extended insights and reporting.

Whether it is by building integrated dashboards for your entire campaign tracking, saving hours in pointless data chasing for your reporting or identifying disparaging comments on social ads through an alert system, Talkwalker’s Paid Social will change the way you access paid social data in every aspect of your job.

“Talkwalker is one of the strongest platforms on the market when it comes to analytics,” said Pierre Detry, Chief Product Officer at Talkwalker. “By bringing together paid, owned and earned data, marketers will be able to have a holistic view of their digital campaigns, run deeper analysis, and maximize the ROI of their social media activities.”

Paid Social is available as an add-on for Talkwalker clients. For more information, visit our website.
About Talkwalker

Talkwalker is a leading social listening & analytics company, helping build brands that are loved. Through our AI-powered social media analytics platform, we gather data from the conversations that happen around your brand - online, in the media, and within your company - to uncover, understand, and action consumer insights.

Over 2,000 companies worldwide already use this conversational intelligence to protect their brands, measure their campaign impact, and identify what drives purchase decisions. Building consumer connections, and helping to make them globally loved brands.

Talkwalker has offices in Luxembourg, New York, San Francisco, Frankfurt, Singapore, Paris, and Tokyo, with 400+ employees across the globe. It is also the home of Talkwalker Alerts, a free alerting service used by over 500,000 communications and marketing professionals worldwide.